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York: Harwood 
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nationalism. Social Analysis #33:9-26. 
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anthropologists in Mexico, and the paradoxes of European anthropology] 
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Adams, Jenny. 1994. Pinto beans and prehistoric pots: The legacy of AI and Alice Lancaster. 
Arizona State Museum Archeological Series 183 [R.B.W.] 
Baima Bollone, P. L. 1992. Cesare Lombroso ovvero i1 principio dell'irresponsabilita. Torino: 
Societa Editrice Internazionale. 
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at the turn of the century. History of European Ideas 15:759-65. 
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In C. M. Hann, ed. Socialism: Ideals. ideologies and local practice (ASA Monographs 
31) London: Routledge [ P.A.D.] 
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English abstract: "Distant Worlds made tangible: Art and curiosities: Dutch collections, 
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Bommer, Bettina. 1993. Entwicklungslinien des Forschungsgebeites Urbananthropologie--Eine 
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Boone, -Elisabeth H. , ed. 1993. Collecting the pre-Columbian past: A symposium at 
Dumbarton Oaks. 6th and 7th October 1990. Washington, D. C.: Dumbarton Oaks 
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Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin. 1992. Franz Boas-- Ethnologe. Anthropologe. Sprachwissenschaftler: 
Ein Wegereiter der modemen Wissenschaft vom Menschen. Berlin: SZB--Preussischer 
Kulturbesitz [a collection of 5 essays in connection with an exhibit on the 50th 
anniversary of his death, with exhibit catalouge and extensive bibliography--C.E.G.] 
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